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Lockdown Challenges Give Rise to Stunning New 
Cookbook

When lockdown hit in March of this year, Angela Gray’s 
world changed in an instant – her flourishing cookery 
school had to close, and the future looked bleak.

Ever resourceful, Angela, helped by her daughter, Olivia, 
threw her energy into creating ‘bundles’ – delicious 
dishes that would go together to create the perfect meal 
– ordered online for people to eat at home.

‘We were blown away by the response,’ recalls Angela. 
‘As the orders each week soared, our cookery school 
became a fully operational production kitchen.’

‘Our bundles were inspired by a global melting pot of 
classic recipes. I felt people needed to indulge a little at 
a time when so much was restricted; to treat themselves 
and have something delicious to look forward to.’

Thanks to the roaring success of the weekly bundles, 
Angela decided to collate them into a new cookbook, 
Delicious Bundles, beautifully photographed by Huw 
Jones, giving everyone the opportunity to recreate these 
wonderful combos in their own home.

Examples of the bundles include:

Greek Bundle 
Greek meatballs with feta, little Greek roast potatoes, 
Greek salad salsa

Middle Eastern Bundle 
Lamb kibbeh, orange, carrot, pickled onion and mint 
salad.

Vegetarian Bundle 
Courgette, olive and feta filo tart, tomato salad with 
Herbes de Provence.

Delicious Bundles also contains a section on puddings 
and baked goodies:  
Key lime pie 
Rose meringue with summer fruits 
Salted Bourbon and caramel pudding 
Little chicken and ham pies 
Spicy sausage and chorizo rolls 
Fudge and pecan cookies

Peter Gill of Graffeg says, ‘As the disruption caused 
by Covid-19 shows no sign of abating, more people 
are choosing to cook at home.  Angela’s recipes are 
tempting, creative and delicious, yet are practical for 
the home cook to re-create.’
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Notes to Editors
Review Copies & Editorial: To request review copies, 
interview or images for editorial use, please contact 
Daniel Williams: daniel@graffeg.com/07725948880.

Angela Gray opened the doors to her cookery school at 
Llanerch Vineyard in April 2010. Voted into the Top 10 UK 
Cookery Schools by The Independent and The Telegraph, 
she has made several television programmes for the 
BBC and for UKTV Food, including Hot Stuff and More Hot 
Stuff. The Cookery School has also been shortlisted for 
the Best Cookery School in the Great British Food Awards 
and chosen to join an elite selection of 50 top schools in 
The National Cookery School Guide. With Graffeg, Angela 
previously produced a series of five seasonal cookbooks: 
Winter Recipes, Summer Recipes, Festive Recipes, 
Spring Recipes and Autumn Recipes. Each book contains 
over 30 recipes, including starters, mains and desserts, 
best suited to each particular time of year. The whole 
series of books feature dazzling food photography by 
leading specialist Huw Jones.

Huw Jones is a food photography specialist based in 
Newport, South Wales. His specifically designed studio 
is amongst the best equipped in the UK, with all dishes 
prepared and photographed on site using the highest 
standard industry equipment. Huw’s stunning images 
showcase Gilli Davies’s recipes in the Flavours of Wales 
and Flavours of England series, as well as the range of 
seasonal cookbooks from Angela Gray’s Cookery School.

Graffeg produce and publish children’s and illustrated 
books with an amazing team of authors, illustrators, 
designers and photographers. We believe great content  
and design and high quality production values make our 
books stand out. Some of the authors and illustrators we 
work with  include Julia Rawlinson, Tiphanie Beeke,  
Tracey Hammett, Nicola Davies, Jackie Morris, Joyce 
Dunbar, James Mayhew, Zeb Soanes, Jason Korsner,  
Anna Bruder, Jane Russ, Tom Ferris, Max Low, Roy 
Noble, Karin Celestine, Peter Waller, Huw Jones, Gilli 
Davies and David Wilson.
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